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ABSTRACT

Twelve-hour composites of wel!-ther radar echoes are used to derive estimates of rainfall coverage in forecast zones
southern Alabama and northwest Florida. Coverage estimates are then compared with probability of precipitation
(PoP) forecasts to assess the skill and reliabiLity shown by the forecasts. In addition, it is shown that areal coverage and
PoP forecasts are closely related and a knowledge of the former, in real time, could lead to improved forecasts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Forecasts of probability of precipitation
(PoP) are a routine part of National \'eather
Service (NWS) public forecasts. Unlike
parameters such as temperature, however,
PoP forecasts are not easily verified soon
after they are made. Using rainfall obser va tions fr om a single station in the forecast area, the usual procedure, it is only
after a considerable body of forecasts has
been assembled that verification is possible. Even then questions arise· as to the
r epresentativeness of the observations.
This study was undertaken in part to explore
a n alternate verification proced ure; namely,
PoP forecasts a re compared with areal coverage of precipitation, as deduced from hourly
radar observations. The study centers on
summertime (June-August) rainfall in southern Al abama and northwest Florida. In the
"scattered shower" regime that frequently
prevails in this area in summer our PoP
forecasts are known to be deficient. Our
aim is to develop a real time verification
system which will lead to improved PoP
forecasts.
Before con tinuing, a discussion of NWS PoP
forecasts and the concept of forecast zones
is in order. At least twice each day each
NWS Forecast Office (WSFO) issues a fore cast of the basic weather e l emen ts for three
or four successive l2-hour periods (e.g.,
"today, II "tonight," "tomorrow"). The forecasts apply to zones wi thin each state.
Zones usually consist of a few counties and
are so designated that the weather is homogeneous within the zone. It is intended
that the zone forecast be used as a lo cal
forecast fo r any point (community) in the
zone. PoP forecasts for any given point
in the zone , for each 12-hour period, a r e
a part of the zone forecast. Since the
weather is considered to be homogeneous, a
point probability forecast is numerically

~qua l to the average point probabi lity
forecast for the zone. This equality i s
signi ficant, as we s hall see later.

2. POINT PROBABILITY AND AREAL
COVERAGE OF PRECIPITATION
PoP forecasts are routinely verified by
comparison with pTecipitation observations
at an official raingage within a zone. If
the forecast s aTe rel iable rain will be observed on thre e of cen occasions when 30%
is fore cast , five of ten occasions when 50~1,
is foreca st, and so on . I-,Thile this verifi cation s ystem serves a var i ety o f use f ul
purposes for which it is \vell suited~ it
nevertheless has severa l limita tions:

Onl y relati ve l y few zones are ver ified
Regardless of our assumption of homogeneity, the raingage lMy not be representative of the zo n e ...
A single PoP forecClst (with the exception
of 0 or 10 0%) canno t b e verified "right"
or 11wron g" ... in fact, at least a season
is req uired to acc umul a te a sufficient
number of forecasts for a reasonable
ver ifi cation of reliabilit y .
It is a painful experience to forecast an
80% chance of preCipitation and watch it
rain, "everywhere but at the of ficial raingage" ! Even though i n concept this is "hat
should occur on two out of t e n 80% forecasts, this is only one argument frequentl y
used by those who suggest that it would be
better to verify PoP forecasts by using observations of areal coverage of precipitation within a zone. Occasionally, and
sometimes without realizing the difference,
forecasters indicate they would rather
forecast areal coverage than point probabil-
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ity! This is an interesting prospect but it
is not without problems. The probability of
precipitation at a given point in the forecast area (P) is related to the expected, or
conditional, areal coverage (A) by the simple expression

P

=

Cx A

where C is the probability that precipitation will occur somewhere in the area (call
it the areal probability). A is the expected areal coverage if it rains in the
forecast area. It can~e easily demonstrated that forecasts of expected areal
coverage are inherently less useful than
forecasts of point probability. What purpose is served, for example, by telling
s omeone that, "if it rains today, the rain
will cover 50 % of the area." The listene r's
response will probably be, "O.K., so what's

the chance it will rain (meaning either in
the area or, more likely, 'on me')"?

In

this exchange the listener is given A but
responds by wanting C (or P) as well. llliat
he really wants is the probabi li ty that he
will be rained on during the period ... which
is just what the h"WS forecasts attempt to
provide.
While this study will not argue in favor of
forecasts of expected areal coverage we feel
there is much to be learned from a comparison of point probability forecasts and coi ncident observations of areal cove rage.
After the fact, regardless of whether or nol
it rained in the forecast area during a
given period, the chance that a given point
in the area r eceived rain is just the same
as the areal coverage of precipitation.
Winkler and Murphy (1976) show that the
average point probability is the same as the
~conditional expected areal coverage .
Unconditional areal coverage is the product of
conditional areal coverage and areal probability, or A x C. Since our pOint probability forecasts are in fact average point
probabilities (we assume homogene i ty) we are
i n effect forec asting unconditional areal
coverage.
For a given forecast period, Nature revea l s
to the forecaster (after-the-fact) the best,
or most desirable, forecast one could have
made of the probability of rain at any given
point in the area ••• namely, the areal coverage. Before-the-fact, however, there are
definite limits to the forecaster's ability
to realize this "best" PoP forecast. Consider the flip of a eoin as an analogy to
areal probability. On flipping the coin,
"heads" or "tails" are always equally likely
outcomes. The probability of heads is 50%
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and this can be considered the forecaster's
"limiting probability." If he forecas ts
heads with any other probabability he relies
on sheer luck. After the flip, if heads
occurs, we can argue the fact that a 100%
chance of heads would have been the most
desirable forecast -- regardless of the fact
that the forecaster had no way of reliably
making such a forecast! Fortunately (or
perhaps unfortunately for the forecaster),
the areal probability is not always 50%.
The forecaster's job is to assign a probability as close to 0 or 100% as possible in
any given case. AEter-the-fact he knows
how successful he was.

If it fails to rain anywhere in the forecast
area during the forecast period clearly the
best possible point probability forecast
would have been 0%. But this does not mean
that a forecast of, say, 20% was necessarily
ltbad. II Since the forecaster is lioited in
his ability to resol ve rain/no rain cases he
can only approach the 0% and 100% limits
with his forecasts -- some times with more
success than at other times.
In the case of
the 20% forecast he was quite sure (80%)
that it would not rain, but not certain
(100%). By the same t oken, an 80% forecast
in the no rain case would not have been
necessarily "wrong." I t shows an inability,
in this Single case, to resolve the situation (rain or no r a in) but it still allows
a 20% chance of th e correc t outcome. The
80% forecast i s ce rta inly not unreliable -no single PoP forecast can be judged as to
its reliabilit y . PoP fo recasts a110\11 the
forecaster the luxury o f sta ting his assessment of the likelihood of a rain event. In
the latter case th e forecaster has said that
in eight such cases a s this, out of ten, it
will rain.

3. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Consider the following situation: a 40%
PoP is issued for a pa r ticula r zo ne on a
given day. The next day, after analyzing
the weather, the forecaster concludes that
conditions are essentially unchanged from
the previous day (not an unlikely event in
the study area in s umme r). One wants to
forecast the same likelihood of rain as
existed the previous day, but was his 40%
reasonable? How does one evaluate the PoP
forecast from the previous day? Most zo~es
contain no stations from which rainfall observations are immediately available. Even
if the zone does contain a verifying station
there may well be a tendency to misinterpret
the significance of the observation. De-

siring to optimize the Brier Score (see
Brier, 1950, or numerous more recent contributions) some forecasters may simply hope
for rain at a verifying station anytime
their PoP forecast exceeds 50% and hope for
no rain anytime it is less than 50 %. Ignoring all but the present forecast they give
no heed to their overall reliability .l. If
it rains at a verifying station on a 40%
forecast they may feel they "underforecast"
and in the example above compensate by
raising the PoP the next day.
If rain is equally likely at all points in
the same ZOne (homogeneity) then the chance
of rain at any given point is the same as
the after-the-fact areal coverage. Unfortunately, even if the zone con tains a verifying station, for a given case the occurrence of rain at that station is not indicative of areal coverage. Beebe (1952) has
shown that for an area roughly the size of
a zone thirty to forty observations are required to accurately estimate the areal
coverage! However, the total area covered
by radan echoes during a given period provides a good es timate of the areal coverage.
For this study we composited hand-drawn
hourly radar overlays for the l2-hour
"night" and "day " periods (0035-1135 GHT,
1235- 2335 GMT, respectively) for June 1 to
August 8 , 197 6 . The study was confined to
tha t part of \oJSFO Birmingham's forec ast
area that was within ran ge of the Pensacola,
Florida, WSR-57 r adar. Fig. 1 shows the
Birmingham forecast zones -- four in Alabama
and all four in Florida were included in the
study. We examined summertime rain fal l because a definite need exi s ts for more information about scattered showers and our
~bility-to fore cas t them.
This is the season when an immedia te post-analysis of
rainfall probability forec asts can most
likely result in improved forecasts for the
next forecast cycle.

were used. Some echo areas between hours
were probably missed and moving cells result in systematically smaller composited
areas.
Fortunately, these two effects tend to counteract each other.
Fir st period PoP forecasts were tabulated
for each of the eight zones along with the
coinc ident areal coverages as estimated
from the l2-hour compo sites. Echo coverage
was determined to the nearest 10 % with an
estimated acc uracy of +10%. PoP fo recasts
were extracted from the zone forecasts. Because precipitation is not mentioned in the
zone forecast unless the PoP is 20 % or
grea ter we could only form the large category "less than 20%11 to include PoP forecasts of 0, 5. and 10%.
In many of th e following analyses all
Florida zones are grouped together and all
Alabama zones are grouped togeth er. The
grouping i s somewhat arbitrary but might r eveal interest i ng effects of the forecasters'
thought processes. While summertime forecasts are seldom greatly differ ent for
southern Alabama and the Florida Panhandl e,
forecas ter s might conscious ly or otherwise
inject differences because the two areas are
separated in the forecasts released to the
public. Separate forecasts are s el dom writ-
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On the hourly radar overlays all echo a reas
were carefully outlined. Two significant
limitations should be kept i n mind when assuming that 12-hour compos ites of these
overlays represent total ar eal coverage of
rainfall:
The composite will overestimate rainfall
cove rage because not all echoes represent
rain at the ground. Some evaporat ion may
occur and at long ranges the echoes appear somewhat larger than the true rain
area.
The composite will underestimate areal
coverage because only hourly overl ays

1. For a forecaster with any skill at all
this may not be a bad thing -- reliability
may well take care of itself. But a notso-skilled forecaster who may not have yet
developed a feel for his own limitations
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Figure 1. Alabama for ecast zones that wer e
used in the study.
must pay close attention to his r eliability.
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4. PoP FORECASTS AND AREAL COVERAGES:
COMPARISON OF SUMMERTIME AVERAGE
We begin our examination of the data by
looking at averages without comparing specific PoP forecasts and areal coverages.
Recall that forecasts grouped as "less than
20%" contain unknown numbers of DIs, 5 1 s
and 10%s. For purposes of averaging we
took a value of 5% for these forecasts; the
true value, however, was most likely c loser
to zero sinc"e 0% forecasts were more numerOllS than 10% forecasts.
Estimated coverages
of less than 10% represent cases where there
were echoes in a zone but coverage was less
than 10%.
Table 1 shows averages for the four Florida
zones, the four Alabama zones and all eight
zones combined. Also shown in the table are
estimated average rainfall frequencies from
easily available raingages. Only four of
the eight zones con tained such g~ges: thes e
zones and s tations are AL15 (Dothan), ALl6
(Mobile), FL02 (Pensacola) and FL04 (Apalachicola). Rain f all frequencies shown are
within a few percent of the climatological
frequ~nc i es for these s tations indicating
that the study period was a near normal
season. Also contained in the table are
averages for each group of zones of the
frequency of occurrence of radar echoes
somewhere i n the zone. To the extent that
the radar composites dep ict rainfall during
the 12-hour periods, these frequencies are
mean values for the areal prob abili ty (C).
Table 1 contains much useful information and
the data are consistent, as we shall see.
One might guess that it rains somewhere in
the Florida Panhandle just about every day
during the summer (Hscattered showers H).
The table s hows that, averaged over all four
Florida zones, echoes occurred somewhere in
a zone On about 75% of the days and about
50% of the nights. Averages for the four
Alabama zones are similar. These values are
consistent with those of Beebe (1952) who
showed that for the combined day and night
period rain occurred somewhere within a
zone-sized area centered on Birmingham about
80 % of the time. In the summer there is
little climatic difference between Birmingham and southern Alabama. Beebe's 24-hour
value must be at least as lar ge as our largest l2-hour value (~75%). Rain occurred not
just somewhere but over at least 20% of a
18
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given zone on about 30% of the nighttime
periods and about 55% of the daytime periods
(and again Florida and Alabama show similar
averages). The significance of 20% coverage
will be emphasized later.
The frequency of occurrence of echoes (rain)
somewhere in the zone •.. average areal probability .. • conveys no information about areal
coverage. Considering all days, even days
when no rain was observed anywhere in th2
zone, Table 1 shows tha t the average areal
echo coverages for Florida and Alabama were
about 30 % during the day and 15% at night.
Since the observe d areal coverage is the
same as the average point probability -which i s just what we attempt to forecast
we can reasonably expect the average of our
forecast probabilities to be near the ave rage areal coverages just described. The
table shows that they were indeed c lose for
the study period. Averaging 0% PoP fo recasts as 5% might have caused the nighttime
forecast averages to be slightly too hi gh in
comparison with the areal coverages (20% vs
~15%).
During the day the bias is less pronounr.ed because there were fewer "1ess than
20%11 forec asts. It will be seen later, however, that there was a tendency to for ecast
PoPs slightly too high, particularly at the
lower PoP values.
Since we assume the zones to be meteorolo gically homogeneous, for a given instance the
probability of rain at any point in the zone
is the same as the average point probability
(that is, the average of the probabilities
at all points). It is also equal to the
areal coverage of precipitation. If we
average over all days in the study period
(including no-rain days) rainfall frequency
at any pOint should be the same as the average point probability (or average forecast
PoP) and it should also be the same as the
average areal coverage. Table 1 shows that
the average rainfall frequencies derived
from the observations of the four available
stations are indeed close to the values of

the other two parameters. The fact that
the rainfall frequency for the Florida zones
appears low in comparison n'J 6ht indicate
that the two stations used, both on the

coast, are not representative of the zones .
This is in fact the kind of feature upon
which we hope this study might shed some
light.

>

Recall the earlier equation, P = C x A. A
is the expected areal coverage, conditional
on the fact that it rains somewhere in the
area. The radar data show that for the
study area it rains somewhere in each zone
on about three-fourths of the daytime periods. It is not unreasonable then to imagine a given day as being one on which the
forecaster 1s quite sure it wi ll rain in the
zone, somewhere. What information can our
analysis of areal coverage yield to the
forecaster for use on such a day? If only
the rain days a re averaged, that is the days
when there were radar echoes somewhere in
the zones, Table 1 shows that the areal coverage is about 10% higher than the average
coverage on all days. In other words, on
such days the chance of rain at a given
point is about 10% greater than, the climatological frequency. Finally, consider for
the Florida or Alabama zone groups the
product of the average frequency of occurrence of rain somewhere in the zone (C) and
the average areal coverage fo r raj.n
days only (A). The product should be: 1 )
the average point probability (P), and, as
we have seen, 2) the average areal coverage
on all days, and 3) the observed average
rainfall f requency. The reader may satisfy
himself that the values in Table 1 yield
products which are precisely 2) and very
close to 1) and 3).

5. PoP FORECASTS AND AREAL COVERAGES:
FREQUENCIES OF USE COMPARED WITH
FREQUENCIES OF OBSERVATION

•

Having considered summer-long averages of
the data, we now examine more closely the
occurrence of individual PoP and coverage
values. Fig. 2 shows the frequency of use
of each PoP forecast value a long with the
frequency of occurrence of each decile areal
coverage value. Alabama and Florida zones
are considered separately, and different
graphs are shown for the day and night periods. Small numbers along the curves show
the actual numbers of for-e casts and occurrences. Note, however, that no attempt is
made to compare PoP forecasts with coincident coverage values. An outstanding feature in comparing the curves in Fig. 2 is
that PoP values of 20% and 30% were fore-

cast far more frequently than corresponding
coverages were actually observed. This was
true for both groups of zones and at night
as well as during the day. During the daytime period, the "overuse" of certain PoP
values extended to 40% and 50%.
The graphs do not reveal whether this overuse represents an Over- or under-forecasting
bias, but the parti,cular abundance of 20%
values ·1s of special interest. Several
factors are probable contributors to the
high frequen cy :
Forecasters may overestimate the areal
extent of s ummer showers. Observation
of a few showers on rada r during the
period, or ra infall at an observing station, may immediately condition many
forecasters to think in t erms of at
least 20% coverage.
20% is a s i gnificant value because it is
the thre shold for inclusion of the word
"rain" in t he zone fo rec ast. Consequently, if the forecaster estimates the
PoP to be greater than 0%, but less
than 20%, he may "infl a te" his forecast to 20%, so as to be able to include some men tion of rain i n the
fore cast, "just in case'.' Th e feeling
seems to b e that peopl e do no t expect
to be r ained on with a 20% probability
forecast anyway so 20% is about the
same as 0%... unless someone does get
rained nn ! (The feeling probably also
~xtends to the idea that if it fails
to rain at a ver ifyin g station on a 20 %
forec as t the scoring penalty is not
much gr eate r than if the fo recast had
been 0 %.)

Of the PoP values the fo recaster is allowed to use (0, 5. 10, 20, 3D , ... 90
>95) most are above the s ummer climatoligical rainfall frequenc y for the study
area. In fact. the 20% thresho ld leaves
him no "rnentionablell va lue s below the
nighttime climatological val ue (15-20%)
and only the 20% and perhaps 30% values
below the daytime climatological frequency ( 30%). Hughes (1965) has indicated that having far more values on one
side of climatology than on the other may
creat e a psychological problem for the
forecaster which results in significant
Qver- or under forecasting.
The peaks at 30% in the daytime forecast
curves, particularly outstanding in the
19
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Figure 2. Frequency of occurrence of various values of areal coverage (broken lines) and fre-

quency of forecast of various values of the probabilty of precipitation (solid lines).
Study period is June 1 to August 8, 1976.

Small numbers indicate number of occurrences .

Florida zones, are especially interesting.
As the curves showing observed coverage indicate, 30% rainfall coverage is not significantly more frequent than coverage of 20% or
40%. Yet the 30% value seems to be a favorite of the forecasters! No doubt the explanation lies in the fact that 30% is about
the daytime climatological rainfall frequency
for the area (Table 1). Fig. 2 indicates
the strong, although not unusual, tendency
to concentrate forecasts around the climatological frequency : a problem to which
20

special attention should be given, particu-

larly in the Florida zones.
For the daytime period the tendency toward
overuse of certain PoPs extended to 40% and

50% but diminished in frequency so that 60%
PoPs were forecast with the same frequency
as observations of 60% coverage.

Forecasts

of PoP values above 60% were made with lower
frequencies than corresponding areal cover-

ages.

Areal coverage greater than 60% oc-

curred on about 20% of the daytime periods
yet PoPs greater than 60% wer e forecast
less than 5% of the time. Why the forecast
and observed frequency curves cross at 60%
1s not clear. The crossover occurs at a
lower value for the nighttime curves, at
around 40% to 50 %, suggesting that this is a
reflection of climatology.
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The observed frequency curves in Fig. 2 indicate that areal coverages from 40% to 100%
occurred with about equal frequencies, although the total number of such o cc urrences
in the small data sample makes this conc lusion tentative, a t best. Each coverage
value occurred with a frequency of about 5%
fo r the daytime periods and s omewhat les s
frequently at night. Nighttime PoP forecas t f requencies from 40% to 70% match f requencies of corresponding areal coverage s
quite well, but above 70% forecast fr equencies fell to zero . .. no such PoPs \vere
forecast! More significantly, forecasters
apparently failed to recognize, at least
for the study period, that daytime areal
coverage of 90% or even 100 % was about as

likely as coverage of only 40%. They f orecast a PoP of 40% about 15% of the time but
~ fore o.ast PoPs of 90% o r 100;( !
In gene ral, then, Fig. 2 shows that frequencies of forecasts for PoPs below about 50%
were higher than the frequencies of occurrence of corresponding areal coverage s . In
the middle range, 50i; to 70% , forecasts and
ob servatio n s occurred with cl osely matching
frequencies. At higher values, above about
70%, PoP forecasts were seldom made but
areal coverages as hi gh as 100% we re not
uncommon. Likely reasons fo r the tendency
to overuse the lowest PoP va lues (around
20%) have already been given and it is not
difficult to envision procedures which
should correct this bias and bring the foreca st PoP and observed areal coverage curves
into closer agreement. But what about the
underose of PoPs above about 70 %? Two inte resting conce~s ma y shed some light on
this bias. Firs t, consider the ear li er
equation, P = C x A. A forecaster can arrive at a PoP value of 70% or more if he is
virtually sure that it will rain i n the zone
(e ~ 100%) and he expects the areal c overage
to be 70% or more. Alternatively. h e can
be more than 70% sure that it wi ll rain at
least somewhere in the zone and expect areal
cove rage of nearly 100% if i t does. For a
PoP of 70% neither e nor A can be below 70 %.
In other words, a high PoP forecast requireo
a high confidence of rain in the area and
an expectation of large areal cove rage.
I",ether or not they customarily consider the
problem in just these terms, perhaps it is
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Fer ecast PoP ( X)
Figu re 3. Fr equen cy of use o f vario us va l UeS
o f forecast PoP for a samp l e of data from
Chicago (aft e r Hughes, 1965) . Se e text fo r
explanation of br oken tine.
not surpris ing that the fore ca sters ten d to
underuse high probabilities. Even i f t l1ey
a r e qui te sure of lar ge areal coverage L: le r e
is sti ll the chance that th e rain \.;i11 not
materialize in the peri od so the y may usc
areal probability t.o " he ~ 1ge " t he fo rec ast
... ass ignin g a n are.al probability of serr.€': th ing less than 10070 . This i dea ,d II be explored fu rth er below.

A second concept wh ich might explai.n underuse o f high p r obab i liti es involves reliability. Hughes (1965) has point ed out that in
pe rfect forecast in g on e woul d hRve only O~~
and 100% fore cas ts , wi th seve ral ti~e5 more
O' s th an 100's, the rat io depending on the
climatological r ainfall f requency. Fig. 3
is adapted from Hugb es' s tud y a nd s hows the
frequencies at which various PoP values were
for ecast for Chicago. The stud y per iod is
not important. The broken line re presents
the expec ted frequency distr ibution hased
on the a ssumpt ion o f n ear ly nerfect forecas ts. The forecas ts a re cl us tered at 0%
and 100% with a s ca ttering of int e rmediate
" i mperfect" PoP fore cas t s . The Chicago
c urve is similar to t hose in Fig . 2 . But i~
i t reasonable to expect our PoP forecasts to
resemble the upper end of the broke n curve
in Fig . 31 It i s true that fo r a speci f ic
point a set of per fe ct forecasts woul~ co nsist of PoP = 100% on eac h rain day and PoP
= 0% on each non-rain day. Such a set is at
l east theoretically possibl e . Aft e r-thefact, for a gi ven period, there is no intermediate outcome at the single point: it
either rained or it did not. Howeve r, our
PoP forecas ts are not for specific point s
but rather are for any given point with i n a
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zone. They are average point probabilities
and for any given period there is some
chance, ranging from 0% to 100%, that afterthe-fact any particular point had rain. The
chance depends on the areal coverage in the
zone. In other words, perfect resolution,
in the sense of 0% and 100% PoPs, is not
possible for zone forecasts. For the daytime periods included in this study, considering only the Alabama zones, the best
possible resolution would have been obtained
by forecasting a 0% PoP on each of the 47%
of the periods when it failed to rain anywhere in the zones and forecasting a 100%
PoP on each of the 4% of the periods when it
rained everywhere in the zones. A forecast
of 0% or 100% on any other of the 49% periods would have been wrong somewhere in the
zones! Thus it seems improper, for zone
forecasts, to expect resolution to approach
the broken curve in Fig. 3. Rather, perfect resolution should be thought of as
approaching the curve showing frequency of
occurrence of areal coverage. Such a curve
will always show a peak at 0% coverage (except in~wet climates) but will not show the
secondary peak at 100% (unless extensive
rains are common).

6. PoP FORECASTS AND AREAL COVERAGES:
COMPARISON OF COINCIDENT DATA
So far we have considered only the individual
average characteristics of PoP forecasts and
observed areal coverages. We have examined
over- and underuse of f.orecast PoP values
but we have gained little insight into possible Qver- C'r under forecasting bias because
no attempt has been made to compare forecasts with coincident observations of coverage. We now turn our attention to this aspect. Fig. 4 shows the average forecast PoP
for various observed values of areal coverage (broken lines). Periods were separated
according to areal coverage and the forecast
PoPs for each decile coverage were averaged.
The figure also shows average observed
areal coverage for various forecast PoP
values (solid lines). In the latter case
periods were separated according to PoPs
and the areal coverages were averaged. Different graphs are shown for day and night
periods and Alabama and Florida zones are
considered separately.
Consider first the broken curves in Fig. 4.
In a way, these curves graphically depict
prefigurance. They show how well given extents of areal coverage were forecast. Thus,
they give an indication of the forecasters'
resolution -- in other words, they show how
well the forecasters were able to resolve
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areal coverage. Probably the most outstanding feature of all broken curves is that
even for large coverages the average forecast PoPs did not exceed about 50%. Murphy
(1977), using relatively high density raingage networks to deduce areal coverage, has
shown that PoP forecasts from St. Louis,
Missouri, and Rapid City, South Dakota, reveal the same characteristics as shown bv
the Birmingham data in the broken lines in
Fig. 4. There is a tendency to conclude
that the broken curves graphically depict a
serious underforecast bias for all PoP
forecasts above roughly the climatological
rainfall frequency -- for both night- and
daytime periods. Below climatology, overforecasting appears to be the prob1em~ig.
5 is a closer look at average forecast PoPs
for high and low coverage daytime periods.
For the combined Alabama and Florida zones
100% coverage was observed on thirty-two of
the daytime periods. Fig. 5 shows the frequency distribution of PoP forecasts for
those days. The average forecast PoP was
53% and PoPs of about 50% were the mode as
well as the average for the data set. While
there was a secondary maximum with about a
fourth of the forecasts at 70% to 80%, twothirds of the forecasts were from 40% to
60%. A second curve in Fig. 5 shows the
frequency distribution of PoP forecasts for
the sixty combined Alabama and Florida daytime cases when the observed areal coverage
was 10%. The average forecast PoP was 26%
and only one-fifth of the forecasts were
below 20% (that is, 10%, 5% or 0%). Fig. 5
even more clearly seems to indicate a forecast bias.
Do the above results indicate serious problems? Are they in fact surprising? To
characterize apparent problems revealed by
Fig. 4 as "over-" or lI underforecast" bias
is really a misuse of terms because such
bias is usually a characterization of reliability. As we shall show below, the forecasters 1 reliabilities were actually quite
good during the study period! Overforecasting is said to exist if, say, for a set of
40% PoP forecasts the average observed areal
coverage is anything less than 40%. Regardless of an underforecast bias which we
might infer from the broken curves of Fig.
4, the solid curves in the same figure, discussed below, show that if any bias existed
at all it was an overforecast bias! How
then do we explain the slope of the broken
curves? Recalling the disproportionate numbers of forecast PoPs and areal coverages -at either extreme -- which were revealed by
Fig. 2, the slopes of the curves should not
be particularly surprising. We have seen
that even if forecasters are highly skilled
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at assessing the -e xpected areal coverage
they should still forecast PoPs somewhat .
lower than the observe-d areal coverage bec:ause,practic'a lly speaking, they cannot pe
100% sure that it will rain ' inihe zone
'
(that is, C<lOO%) . I f the fO"{i!cast PoP e){ceeds the areal coverage it can' ~~ly - rnean . .
that the forecaster overestimated -i.-h e ex- ;
pec ted coverage . (s·ince ' C<lOO%). Howeve r, : i f
the forecas t PoP is "les's than the bbse:r:ved

coverage, which is what we seen in the broken curves .of Fig. 4 (above c.limatology)., · it
signifie s 'that the foreca iit e r u'r iderestitna'ted
e1 ther the expec ted are"al- cuverage or the
areal probability, or both, The ability to
resolve the areal probability as 0% or 100%
and also resolve the expected areal cover'age
are both measures of the forecasters ' skil~.
How Closely the broken curves in the figur e
approximate the diagonal 'lines is thus a
measure of ski l l . We prefer this interpre~
tation o f the curves over a characteriz ation
of bias. Since the broken curves deviate
progressive l y farther fro m the diagonal
lines as observed coverage increases, it is
obvious that forecasters exltibit poor skil,l
in the higher probability rangeR. In gen·eral , th e same conclusion i s usually reached
by other studies of torecasters' skill. The
lack of skill i'"s manifest· ei t her as under·confidence of areal probabil i t y (forecast:ifJg
C too low) or underestimation of expected
areal cover·a ge, (forecasting A t ·,?o low).
Most likely both "effects frequently combine'
to result in a PoP forecast which is too low
in "rain" cases (cases in which theprobability of r ain is above the climatological free.
quency). Below climatology PoP fo recasts
were generally too high. As we showed,
since one cannot be more than 100% sure that
i t will rain in th e zone (CHOO%) this re-.
suI t c-an only c.ome about f rom · overes·t ·imating
the exp ec ted ar.e al .coverage.

average forecast probabability remains between 30 % and 40% as the ·areal coverage' -lh-:.,
creases from .20%, to 70% I This feature is -;
not ~ruite ' as~ 'p 'r onounced at '· niaht.· Since
are dealing with PoP values as forecasts f6:r
any given pOint and are not consi~ering
whether or not it rains at a ' parti~ular ·
point, resol ution in its us ual sense -- th e
ab,!.l!c'ty ~d ~f<i~~~a~t<i!t.1y. 0 % and i,00% (wHh
success) -- seems to have no meardng
our
cont ext. This idea was discussed earlie.'r · in
Sec1:!ion· 5~ .' Neverth~less ', ·· the ' -broken~eurves
can be though't' of as depicting a kind of
resolution fnsot'ar ·as'they' show the forecasters ' ability to resolve a real cove rage.
\Jhed th e cove rage is high the average p~lint
proba,bility is just as high and good "re solution" demands that the forecaster recQgnize such a si tuation with a high PoP . Like
e'i the r 'end of the broken curves, the middl e
seems t~, indicate that forecasters lack good
resofution (skill) in the surrunertime , particularly dur'ing the dayti_~e period.

we..

in

We now turn our attention , to the o ther hal f
of Fig. 4, n am"ly. the information con- '
taine d in the solid curves. These curves
can be thought of ·as depict ing something
like post agreement. They show how well
given forecast PoP valu~s verified against
observed areal coverage . The degree to ,
which ·the plotted points l ie along the diagonal lines i s also a measure of reliability.
Even though we plot forecast PoP averages
agains t areal coverage these graphs are ac-,.
tual ly the same as those normally ' used which
s how freq uency of occ urrenc e of precipitation at averi,fying station plotted aga i nst
average 'PoPs (for example, cumrid.ngs; 197'1,
1974). This is because frequency of prec ipitation a .t ... a ,gt.-yen . point...aod . a.verage ... areal
coveTage: 'are the same as· ·long·"· as the ·a r ea is
homogeneous in terms 'of rain fa ll distribu-

tion.
Lack of resolution of the forecasts in the
middle PoP range is another interest ing feature revealed by the broken curves in Fig.
4. Notice in the daytime figures that the
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On the average', the PoP' forecas'ts, particularly for the daytime period; were fairly
reliable. For the combined 'zones eight 80%

forecasts were made for the daytime period
and the average areal coverage was 83%1
However, when the zones are separated, as in
Fig. 4, we find that the areal coverage was
100% on each of the four Florida forecasts
of 80% PoP. On the four Alabama 80% forecasts, the observed coverages were 20%, 70%,
80% and 90%. With the exception of the lowest Alabama observation, this result is
good , considering the small data sample.
We know from earlier discussion that forecasters made far fewer forecasts of PoP
greater than 50% than were called for by the
areal coverage which was subsequently observed . The low number of forecasts makes
it difficult to assess the reliability
above 50 %. Fig. 4 suggests, however, that
when forecasts of greater tha n 50 % were made
for the Alabama zones they tended to overfo recast the actual coverage (the solid
curve falls b e low the diagonal). This seems
particularly true for the nighttime forecasts . For the Florida zones in the daytime
the re was a tendency to underforecast the
coverage, while at ni gh t the 70% fore cas ts
(there were none above 70%) greatly underforecast the coverage. It should be pointed
o ut that these results are not inconsistent
with those we deduced from the broken curves
in the same f igure. Because of skill limitations forecasters used PoP va lues above
50% with far less frequency than high areal
covera ge was act ually observed. Thus, the
slope of th e broken curves is inevitable.
When fo re cas ts of Po P greater than 50% (or
any other value for that matter) were issued various degrees of Dver- and overforecas t bias were apparent in the result.

7. PoP FORECASTS AND AREAL COVERAGE :
VARIATION AMONG ZONES
In previous sections the four zones in each
s tate were combined in order to i ncrease the
samp l e size fo r averaging and i n hopes of r evealing differences i n both fo r ecas t s and
a r eal cove r ages i n the two a r eas.

~.[e

frequencies at which forecasters used one-,
two-, three- or four different PoP values for
the four zones. In distinguishing different
areal coverages we required the values to
differ by 20% or more to account for limita·tions in determining coverage from the radar
composites .
It can be seen that at night, areal coverage
was the same (one value) about half the time
... both in Florida and Alabama. Forecasters
did reasonably well in forecasting this; they
overused a single PoP value about 10 to 15%
of the time. Of course, the information in
Table 2 does not indicat e the forecasters'
success at assigning t he correc t PoP (coverage) value ! It is s igni fica nt tha t three of
four diffe rent areal coverages occurred 24%
(10%) of the time in Alabama (Florida) f or
the ni ght periods . Except f or a sin gle use
of three value s i n Alabama, forecas t e rs
never used more than two Pop values for either group of zones.
For the daytime periods, forecasters failed
t o realiz e with their PoP val ues, the varia tion of areal coverage shown by the radar
da ta. Note tha t never more than t wo PoP
valu es were used for a gi ven period. Nature,
on the other hand, assigned three or four
distinct areal coverages 23% of the time in
Alabama and 34 % of the time in Florida . The
same PoP value was assigned to a ll fou r zones
60% of the time in Al abama and 84 % of the
time in Florida. Such uni formi t y was realized in areal coverage onl y 33% and 27 % of th e
time in Alabama and Fl orida , re s pectively!
These da t a would seem to indicate t hat fore cas t er s should try much harder to identify
features (meteorological as well as t opogr a phical) that might lead to the use of
different PoP values . When more than one
value was used in Alabama, zone AL16 was
us ually the "oddbal l" even though on the average it s PoP was the same as the other Al a bama zones ( ~ 20 % nigh ttime ,~ 30 % daytime).

n ow ex-

amine the zones separately t o see if differe r e nc es exist a t the scale of zone s . The
analysis presented in Table 2 fo llows that
of Murphy a nd Winkler (1977). They showed
that f orecas t er s at Rapid City, South Dakota,
exhibit ed ski ll at distinguishing different
point probabilities fo r point s wi thin a zon esize area which was no t homogeneous with r espect to rainfall cove rage . We do not consider points within a zone, but rather zones
within a larger portion of the atate. Table
2 shows the freq uen cy of occurrence of different areal coverage in the four Alabama
and four Florida zones. Also shown are the
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Interestingly, the radar data indicate that
AL16 had distinctly greater and more variable coverage than the other zones (v5%
nighttime,~ 10% daytime)!
In Florida, in
both night- and daytime periods, forecasters
frequently used a single PoP value for the
inland zones (FLOl and FL03) and a second
value for the coastal zones (FL02 and FL04).
Such differentiation accounts for most of
the two-value forecasts (24% of the nightand 16% of the daytime forecasts). For most
of the daytime periods, the Florida zones
had two or more areal coverages, but there
was no apparent tendency for the inland
zones to show one coverage value and the
coastal zones to show another.
During the period of the study, variation of
areal coverage of rainfall fLom zone to zone
was common. This was particularly true during the daytime. It is hoped that a further
examination of the radar composites will lead
to a better understanding of the causes of
these variations.

8. SUMMARY
This study has presented first 'resu1 ts of an
investigation of Alabama and northwest
Florida rainfall and precipitation forecasting. Our investigation uses weather radar
data to infer areal coverage of summertime
showers. Results of this preliminary study
are sufficiently encouraging for us to extend the study area to northern Alabama.
The WSR-57 radar at Centreville, Alabama,
near Birmingham, will be used for that area.
Our aim is to improve precipitation forecasting, particularly PoP forecasts in the
summer, at the Birmingham WSFO. Results, of

course, should be generally applicable to
forecasters elsewhere. In assessing results
presented in this study we must not lose
sight of the limited data sample which was
used. Our summaries and statistics involving areal coverage and PoP forecasts are
similar to those derived by others from different data and techniques, thus lending
support to our conclusions.
In Section 3 we presented the situation of
a forecaster who is faced with what he
thinks is the same likelihood of rain as existed on the previous day. How can he assess his PoP forecast from the previous day?
Subsequent discussion showed the utility of
areal coverage observations in making this
assessment. In the long run, climatology of
areal coverage in the zones can help the
forecaster improve his overall skill and reliability. On a real time basis, however,
improvement can come from an immediate verification of his expected areal coverage.
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In the frequent summertime situation when
the forecaster determines a high areal probability (C) he has only to examine the 12hour radar composite to assess the accuracy
of his areal c~verage forecast (PoP ~ A if
C ~ 100%). The radar composite is easily
available at those forecast offices which
are co1ocated with radar stations. Unforturtately, such is not the case at Birmingham
and a way has yet to he found to make the
composite available. Several approaches are
under investigation.
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